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Initiating descent.

Better buckle up,

folks.

This is gonna be yet another boring

planet. Years of cataloguing plants.

Watch my words...

So. What did you do to
get stuck on this

recognaissance mission?

Dumped the daughter
of a Two last mega-

second.



Ouch. At least I only drew

the longest straw amongst the

Fourths who didn't manage a

good excuse.

And you,
Fifth? Why are you

here?

Volunteered.

Everything's better

than security duty at a

Saccharose Candy

concert.

True.

I

wonder if the

scientists we're

guarding are just

as much a mish-

mash as our

team.

Probably.
Although I think

they fought to
be in.



Here you

are. What's
this?

Hat.

Yes, I can see that. It's not

according to the regulations to

wear this, Fifth.

Half
a degree

more and we'd
be going out in
full body suit.

I'm not getting
a sun stroke
because of
regulations.

Fourth.

There's unregulatory sunscreen and

sunglasses too. That binary system is

nothing like the Wildewald sky

lights.



Don't you think you're

exaggerating?

Nope.

Ow! Bright!

And hot!

Yep.

Yep.
And this was

analysed as human

friendly?!

Charming.

Let's
grab those samples

fast, ok.

Yep.



Hm.

Just a sample from

those bushes and I'm

ready.
Nearly

done too.

Pom pom pom

Aah!



Stay back,

all of you!

Iep!

Tjäll!



Third!

How's the

biologist?

I'm better trained

for telling you if

a volcano's alive,

but it looks like he

only fainted.

The

fangs didn't get

through his collar.

The analysis said nothing

more lively than a shrubbery.

How could it mis animals this

big?!

Not an animal...

humanoid.



Why do

you say that?

Animals don't wear clothes.

Great. Humanity encounters its first

alien. Humanity kills its first alien.

All in 10 seconds.

I don't think

it's dead.

I see breathing.

One way or the other, we take it with us

back to the Solar Wind.

This counts as a relevant sample.

Although

I don't think we brought

big enough sample

bags.



Later, on the generation ship

called the Solar Wind.



Hi, Lars.

Valeri?
Don't you

normally do
technical support

on the Delta-
labs?

Yes, but I already

know about this

creature, so I got

called.

Oh, right.

So? Walking on a planet.

What is it like?

Hot...

Dusty...

Tiresome...

Overrated.

Hm.
You'll be wanting

to crank up the

heating in there,

the poor thing's

probably freezing.

I don't have the authority for that!

And everyone who has, is in a meeting to

decide who gets this research case.

They'll have to

reorganise that

meeting with the

high ranking

coroners if

you don't.



... Hm. Oh well.

Anyway. What's the

problem with

this baby?

Impossible

readings from

the second

sensor bank.

Let's get

those readings back to

normal, then.

Auch!



Rili ke hi ri?

Ei i h ?

?

!



It... it's talking!

Give me a

login! Quick!
What

are you
doing?

Ever since we left

Earth, there's a whole

division working on a

translation program.

There!

Let's see what 100

years of tinkering's

worth.

...
Err... no offense meant,

but you're only a

fifteenth. How do you

have access to...

that?

Oh, in Tech, it's a bit

different.



Promotion's main function is

to keep certain people away

from the more delicate

technology.

Oh. So that's why you never

see a tech with a rank

higher than Tenth.

Yeah. Nobody more

incompetent gets

through the hiring

procedure.

H? IE HE !

RI LI H?
H?

H?

H?

Nothing. The program

should be getting

somewhere by now...

Such a high
pitched
voice.

Compared to
that, my

little sister
can audition

for
bariton.

What?

...

That's it!



The gaps in its speech!

It's ultrasonic! Too high for

us to hear!

But everything in that room

is being recorded, so if I

merge...

So?
What does it

say?

Well...

It's still sketchy,

but something along

the lines of...

"I'm sorry.", "I didn't

know.", "I didn't mean to.",

"Let me out.", "I'm scared

of heights." and lots of

"Please."'s.

H?

Heights?



Oh!

But of course!

It's blind. Believe me. If you'd have

seen it attack us, you wouldn't

think it's blind.

No, no,

really. It's blind. The

ultrasonic continues even

when it doesn't speak.

I bet that is echo

location, like

bats.

... and maybe it

can't detect the floor,

and the walls or even that

table... Poor
thing.

Good work,

you both.

I'll be taking over this

research case.

Out.



Some time later...

*Armory

Oh. You again.
Yes.

I'm now in the

top three when

Security's

analysed for on

planet guard

duty suitability.

Me too.

How very

surprising.

Your translation device.
You know how it works?

I
read the

memo.

Oh, not the

guns, Sixth.

You'll have to grab

something from the pre-

industrial racks.



Nobody
said anything
about that... Appendix F.

What? That 35 page

report on some dull marathon

meeting of Ones and Twos?

Indeed. On the one hand, they

want us to look peaceful and

harmless. But on the other hand,

that alien told all kinds of horror

stories about mysterious and

dangerous wildlife.

Oh. One of them

compromises. What's the problem?

Regulations dictate that

any member of Security

has to be proficient in at

least one pre-industrial

weapon of choice.



Peaceful and harmless,

Sixth. One piece will do. Oh well...
I can guess why

you got picked.

You won't be needing

your sunglasses this

time. It'll be night where

we will be landing.

I don't see

much without

my glasses.

Why don't

you just get

operated?

Oh.

I didn't know

that could still

happen.

I did.
Didn't work.



I recognise you!

You struck me down

with just one

blow!

Err. Yes.

Sorry about

that.

I understand,

don't worry.
I'm Yaer, daughter of Yarov,

daughter of Yana.

Iarla,
daughter

of ... err...
I don't

know how to
interpret

that
gesture.

It's a greeting.
You answer it by

holding your hands
like this and...

Enough fraternising, Fifth.

The archers in front with the

alien, the rest of Security at

the back. Let's go!



Yaer. Humans don't see

too well in the dark. If

you 'see' something,

tell us.

Iarla?

Yes?

What's
'the dark'?

Ah. Err...

You know how you yourself make

sound to 'see'? We do it with light, only

we don't generate light ourselves. Dark

is when there's no light to see with.

Like now.

How cumbersome.

I'm
glad I'm

Rhin'Olof,
then.

What...

Sst

I don't 'see'

anything.

All

right.



There's something out

there.

I thought

you said it was

safe to land

here!

I did. It is. The

Know-Of-Colour

never go this far!

Fall back.

Return to

the shuttle. !



HHH!

That was no ordinary

oil lamp.
It's their evil mouth!

One bite and you're dead!

Yaer?! What are you still doing

here? Back to the shuttle! We

can't defend ourselves here!

I want to
stay with

you...

Go! We'll be right

behind you!
HHH!

I think we're

in trouble.
Tjäll!



What are
these? HHH!

HHH!

To be continued...





I wasn't taller than this boot
when my greatgrandmother told
this story she heard from her
greatgrandfather when she was
girl.

The winter that year was so hard

even the sea became all lumpy.
We had no choice but to hunt the

geexlenude.

Only the bones of that fearsome

creature could provide us with

enough warmth.



In the middle of that
fierce fight, while our
people were bloodied
and the geexlenude
didn't even have a
scratch, they came.

Through a bottomless hole in the chilly sea... ... the Know-of-Colour came.



They killed

the

geexlenude

as if it it was

a greetle...

... and left for the Darca mountains.

This is all

very fascinating,

elder Yohar, but

why are you

telling this?



The Know-of-Colour are

mysterious and

extremely powerful.

Your
kinsmen are lost.

Mourn them as we
will mourn Yaer, and
all our family and
friends who were
taken before.

I see.

Wh...

Nff...



Ouch

my back!

Something

hurts!

You're awake!

I'm so glad!

You both,

you haven't moved

for such a long

time!

Us both... oh no.

Sixth?

Marc Eagleson?

He... he's dead...



Oh... Is death

permanent for

humans too?

Yef.

Let's
not discuss

religion now,
Yaer.

What

happens to your

kind after...

Not
now.

I'm breaking

my teeth here. It

feels metallic.

These walls are

metallic too, and their

weapon left a burn like

an energy weapon...

I
can't

'see' any
walls.

The technology here is

more advanced than that

of the Rhin'Olof.

You don't happen to

have legends of the

gods punishing your

people or something?

What's a

god?

...
right.



{Gasp} What do

you see?

Evil

mouths!

Floating in

the air!

They are carried by

hooded figures,

Yaer.

Frihil noglaflin lingerin? What does it say?

Dunno.
I have a

feature request to
log when in I get

back...

Griffin jog bratgat.

Done?
Do.

Hey?!?



Please don't! Yns,

triljonifri bratgat

gren sploon.

Oh, klof!

Tslingrin gra

flinigrobratgat.

Tre. Klin. Grobolt? I'm
sorry. I really

don't understand.

Hm.

Bratgat grilin.

Tsroglot!

Iarla, please tell me

if the ground stops. I

don't dare to look

down.

Don't worry. I

can see the floor.

It's there all the

way.

Tsoi,

bratgatt!



Thank you!
Wha...?

Unf!

What did you go

and do that for?

Uh-oh

Tjäll!



{SPT}

Ouch.
Are you all right?

Yes.

And you?

My
back's

still my
biggest
problem.

I don't see a

way to reach

that door, not

even on your

shoulders.

Do you know

where we

are?

No. There's nothing

I recognise.

I see a light, do we walk there?

That's good.

Err... Iarla?

Yes?

You
struck me down

with just one blow.
Couldn't you've done
that with the Know-

of-Colour?



Yes,

I probably

could've.

So,

why didn't

you?

Diplomacy

gave me a very...

graphic description

of what would

happen to my stripes

if I struck down

another alien over

a misunderstanding.

Who's Diplomacy?

The humans who

talked to you when you

woke up back where I

live.

Oh.

They were a

boring lot.

Yeah.

Err, Iarla...
Yes?

Humans

have stripes?!



Meanwhile, aboard

the Solar Wind.

*Meeting room #1530

Next on the

meeting agenda is

a topic marked urgent

by Security.

About
putting out a

search party,
correct?

Yes.

To try to track down

the Fifth and Sixth who

went missing on the

planet.

I have the statistics here:

2.53% chance of finding

them alive without search

party, 2.57% with.

Hardly
worth the trouble,

is it. Right.

No.

The

difference is

negligible.

Don't,

just don't.

Request denied.

Next topic.

The
agenda of the
Saccharose

Candy concerts
and...



It's
a Rhin'Olof

family
dwelling.

Do
we enter?

Why not? We

came all this

way...

Warmth
to you all
and...

Uncle Yonas?

Remember me? Yaer?

I was only a child when

you disappeared.

My! How you've

grown!

You were

followed.



You'll
regret coming
here like this!

No,
uncle, you
are mis-

taken!

Look, Yaer,

in case you didn't notice,

you're a prisoner of the

Know-of-Colour.

We all are!

But she's not a

Know-of-Colour!

Do you hear

her

looking?

Do you see

how much she's

sweating?

Have you

noticed how small

she is?!



You already had a trusting

stomac as a child, it's

endearing, but wasted on

the Know-of-Colour.

She's my friend,

let her go!

Fine!

No!



Iarla!
Armour...

saved...

my ribs.

If you can keep the

others from

interfering, I'll deal

with your uncle.

Demotion,

here I

come...

Again?

Stubborn fool!



Eh?

Yonas!
Please stay here!

She won't hurt him.

When you

get up, you

have two

choices.

You
can try to
throw me

around some
more.

Do

note the

'try'.

Or we can sit down

together and discuss

the current situation.

I'm just as much a

prisoner as you are...

I think...



I've never seen a Know-

Of-Colour do that to

a Rhin'Olof, Yonas.

And she hasn't

bitten you. I told you! She is a human!

The Know-Of-Colour even

killed one of her kind.

They killed...
Hm... What do you

suggest?

You were right about one thing.

I resemble a Know-Of-Colour more than

I do A Rhin'Olof.

Their defenses look

very Rhin'Olof

oriented.

Maybe together

we can find a

way out.



Whichever direction you walk,

you'll encounter the cliffs

of the sea, steep mountains

or the invisible wall.

There's

no way out.

Invisible for

Rhin'Olof, but not

for my eyes.

Yaer, could you find the

way back to where we

were dropped?

I think so. Good. I... I...



What
is it?

Excuse

me, I need... some

fresh air...

Stay here, Yaer.

How certain are you

about her not being a

Know-Of-Colour?

I...
Think before

you answer!

...

Not very.
I have been in

their dwelling.

It's cold like in the

Know-Of-Colour's.

Their walls are

just as invisible,

their language

just as

unintelligible.

You keep that

in mind.

Yes, uncle.



Ah... So hot in there...

I haven't
read much

science fiction, but
I'm pretty sure this

is not how it's
supposed to

go...

I've told Yaer to catch
some sleep. We can
continue talking in

the morning.

Good
idea. She's
had a long

day.

And you?

What
about me?

Were you Rhin'Olof,

I'd say you are

troubled.

You're right, I am.

I'm building up a

serious thirst.



Hah! Bitten by an evil mouth, smashed

against a tent pole, and you worry

I won't tell you where the water jug

is?

It hurts,

yes, but I don't

think there are

internal injuries.

And even if there

are, there's little

I can do about it.

But when

do I have to risk

drinking?

What do you mean?

Your kind and mine are

different enough not

to have to worry

about infecting

each other with

diseases.

But it also means that

what you safely eat and

drink, might poison me.



How long

before...

Tomorrow
by the evening,

I think.

Oh. Is there
any danger in

sleeping
outside?

No.

I'll
sleep here,

then.

Very

well, I'll

see you in the

morning.

Unf...

...
Tjäll

...

This fur will be

softer to sleep on.

Thanks.

Yawn



The Solar Wind

parking bay.

?

Madam, the reason

why this is a

restricted area, is

that you'd better

wear adhesive shoes

in zero-gravity.

97% dead!

What do
you mean?

They declared my

Marc 97% dead!

Sixth Eagleson?

But he's only missing.



He's dead
for the records!

I already received the
official condolences!

Look,

madam, I only

just returned

from the planet.

We were too small

a group to

organise a

search party

but...

They won't

search for

him!

That can't

be true...

They're people!

You can't
just declare

someone statistically
dead!

I'm taking this up

the chain of

command!

It's a Council
of Ones
decision.

I'm not

thinking the

Council.

I'm thinking

Security

Educational

Branch!



Dawn.

There,
done.

This contraption

really is

something only

small people

would think of...

You've

forgotten

a stick.

No.

It's not my

speciality, but

I'm going to use

this one to keep

the Know-Of-

Colour off.

I think they

can't bite from a

distance.



What
are you

planning to do
if you get in?

I don't
have a plan,

Yonas. I'll make it
up as I go along.

I'm going to try to get

out at the other side of

that 'invisible' wall, find my

people and get them to pick

up you guys with a shuttle.

That's

one of their

flying devices!

Not

good

enough,

'human'.



How do we know

you'll come for us if

you get through?
You have
my word.

I have

no idea of

the worth of

your word.

Yaer?

...
I see

...

I have to get out

of here, Yonas,

you know that.

Yes, I know.

I don't propose to keep

you from escaping.

We never had hope on a

way out, I don't want to risk

losing our best chance.

I'm going with you!



Me too.

And me.
What?! You'll have

the disadvantage

in there.

You can't

see the walls nor

the floor.

Not even
the Know-of-

Colour.

It's even colder

than the middle of

the night.

We know.

This is not
negotiable.

Err.

I think I'll have to

come too.

You, Yaer?

Why is that?
We moved camp

recently, uncle. None of

you know where to go if

you escape.



I really
wish you weren't

right, Yaer.
This may be
dangerous.

Just... just
stay close
to us.

Yes,
uncle.

May I?

Of course.

I can't even see

if that 'ladder'

is left or right

of the door.

It's not even locked!

To be continued...





The leadership over the generation ship

called Solar Wind lies with the Council

of Ones.

The Ones are the heads

of the departments.

Each department is organised

in countless branches.
As a rule, a branch is too small

to have much influence at the top.



The educational branches are

the exception to the rule.

Each department has one, and all

agree on quite a number of things.

One is that it's better that someone is

educated by another department than

not at all.

Another is that it's harder to recruit

a new high quality teacher...

... than to find a missing old one on

an uncharted planet barely

inhabitable to humans.

Together, the educational branches

can put a significant amount of

pressure on the top.



In the armory...
Hi again. Hey.

So now

we are going to

look for them

anyway? And in full

suit too.

Yep.

I had a little

chat with Håkan.

Oh?
What's Eagleson to

educational?

Nothing.

But the Fifth who

went missing

teaches...

At A-

Academy.

Pfwiew

That's

a different

story.



The Council of Ones

is gonna be pissed.

Being overruled like

that.

Not our
problem.

At least,

I hope.

The

weaponry is still

pre-industrial.

We don't

want to give

the natives too

many ideas.

Everyone

knows how to ride a

centaur?

Sure.

Of course.

Yep.

Good.

Let's get down

to that planet.

Again.



There's
nobody here, you

can come up
too.

There's

a floor,

don't

worry.

There's a doorless

corridor in this and this

direction. I'll tell you if

that changes.

All right.

We're in. Now

what?



Like I said,

I don't have a

plan.

Left is the corridor Yaer and I

came from. It leads to the room

where we were held.

I can

hear voices

coming from

there.

Your ears

are better than

mine. And the

other one?

Nothing.

Then I

suggest we

take the

right one.

Agreed.

Let's

try to avoid

encountering

them.



I can see a piece of

wall further on.

Whoa!

Stop!

No floor!

What?

No!

You should've said

that sooner.

Let's hope

that means we're

getting closer to

the exit.



A hydro-

electric

generator!

How on

earth did the

analysis miss

that?!

I didn't understand a thing

of what you just said.

Never
mind. Let's

move.

Oh Tjäll!

Know-of-Colour!

Lots of

them!



Back?

Better not.

I can hear foot

steps in the

corridor.

Forward it is, then.

Now I'm

definitly listed

for demotion...

Oh well...
Gra?

Whatever

you're doing,

keep doing it!

I can see

it now!



Ouch!

Unf!

Troflo gro bratgat

tse! Bratgat tse!

Oof!

Yaer!



Iek! That was

close.
Vro grene lokron

tur!

Yes, I lost

my weapon.

Unf!

Don't
expect me

to do push-
ups over it!

Right!

I thought

I recognised

your voice!



Hey!
Hey!

Attention

please!
Fronogran tse fri

grot, bratgatso!

Er, yes.

Now shut

up.

Back! Stay back!

?
?

Tjäll! Yonas.

Could you gesture

that to them?

Right.

Let them show us the exit,

could you?

Trongro

fir lin.



Look at those

readings. This

place is an

oven.

If they

didn't find

shelter...

Let's assume they

did.

This is

the spot where we

last saw them.

There's

traces of lots

of bipedal

creatures other

than our group.

There's a

trail towards

those mountains.

The old
Rhin'Olof mentioned

them too.

A good

place to start

looking.



Countless

corridors later...

I-I'm cold, Yonas. I can't tell... for sure, but... I

think he's ... running us in... circles.

Wearing us out.

Get us

out of

here!

Or we slit the

other's throat!

Yns?

It looks like... daylight.

Are we at the... right... side of

... the mountains?



Yes! We are!

I recognise those

mountains!

Do you see!

We're free!

Free!

You know I'm too

young to see that

far, uncle.

All right. Off you go.

!

Fronogran

tse fri grot!

Tsereno glon frongro

truo!
I apologise.

What was

that about?

Trying to...

limit the damage.

He's going... to cause... me a... lot of

trouble... when this... is over...

I just know it...



Let's go home!

Yes!
Yes! Yes!

Yaer, could... I have

your... stick, please?

Sure,

why?

I'm not... going

to pull off... a trek...

through this heat.

I'm going... to find

some... shade and wait...

for the evening. Try to...

contact my people...

when you reach...

Tjäll!

Run!

Know-Of-Colour!

Lots of

them!

They're

attacking us!



This is

madness.

Let's try a

different kind

of madness.

Unf.

Ouch.



Iarla's not

following us!
... Unf...

Too hot.

Too dry.

Not gonna

win from the

next group...

Keep going, Yaer,

I'll go back!

Hah!

Grotlo,

bratgat!

Tgeremal!

Oh no,

you won't!



Ha!

?

Tremelan fri

gronlo bra.

Trag her.

Frimlo!



C'mon,

little human.

Your people

are here. They

are bound to

have something

to drink for

you.

Here!

Careful.

Not too much

in one go.

Blast. I can't find her

medical monitor.
I don't have one.

Oh?

Body keeps rejecting it.

I don't know

which subject she

teaches...

But I bet it isn't

comparative

poetry.

Oh, I dunno.

Remember the riots

between the Byronites

and the Keatsians?



What's this?

A burn?

Got zapped by one of

their energy weapons.

I think it can wait.

My, you were lucky.

Most of the zaps I got

would kill you

without suit.

Marc Eagleson

wasn't so lucky.

He's dead.

Oh... are you sure? ... Positive...

... ...

Nothing left for us

to do here, then...

Iarla... Actually

there is...



There's a group of

Rhin'Olof being held

captive on the other

side of those

mountains.

Captive?

By those Know-

Of-Colour? Yes.

I gave my

word we'd

airlift them

out.

Well, if you gave

your word, we'll

make the detour.

Hmpf
On to the

shuttle.

Are you guys

coming along?

Err...

Oh!

Yes, please!

That shuttle.

It doesn't happen

to be a Mark 8,

does it?

No, it's

just a Mark 3.

Why?

The Mark 8

has a shower...

To be continued...





The generation ship Solar Wind

has been travelling for the

better part of 10 gigasecond in

search of intelligent life.

That's over 3 centuries on

earth, if you don't bother

with relativity.

Now that humanity has found extra-

terrestrial life, it has to figure out

a way to deal with them.

That's the job of the Diplomacy

Department.



"Enter."
Fifth. One. One.

Do you

know why you

are here?

To be

demoted,

I assume.

Hrm. Right. Indeed

You are to be

demoted to Fifteenth.

You are also required

to repass the boot

camps and assorted

exams.

...



... That's a steep demotion. Yes, it is.

...
I admit, I had expected

some emotion, here.

I am waiting for

the alternative.

What makes

you think there

is one?

You can't make the boot camps and the

exams stick, that's procedure to get
Fifteenth. You added that for shock effect.

As a Fifteenth, I can't continue my teaching

job. This is just the Council of Ones' way of

getting back at Security's Educational

Branch for interfering with their decision.

By agreeing with it, Diplomacy gets an enemy

in Educational Branch, while gaining

nothing. That's not

the way Diplomacy

does things.

You want something from

me, but you can't legally

order me to do it.



Hm.
An

accurate

observation.

Do you know

who's the Know-

of-Colour you

took hostage

during your - ah

- escape?

Yns Yica.

High priest -

supreme ruler -

alpha and omega of

that small Grobolt

splinter group the

Rhin'Olof call the

Know-of-Colour.

Yes, indeed.

We're still trying to locate the main

body of the Grobolt, but for now, we

have to deal with Yns Yica.

He feels very

insulted by your -

ah - actions.

He demands your head

on a stick.



H-He's not getting it.

I checked. It can't be done

under Solar Wind law.

It can't be

done under their

laws either.

They have "trolof",

a kind of eye-for-an-eye

ceremony. You'd be hit

three times for every

Know-of-Colour you struck

down, with the same stick

you used.

If you agree, your demotion

will be limited to Twelfth,

allowing you to teach.

I see.

If I do, will Yaer

and the others be

beaten too?

No. Neither the

Know-of-Colour nor

the Solar Wind consider

the Rhin'Olof to be fully

developed humanoids.

They're provisionally

ranked at erectus

level and

therefore not

subject to

Solar Wind

law.

They... what?!

You're pushing me into

some medieval torture,

while at the same time

claiming the Rhin'Olof are

the animals! They are

people! You'll accept them

as such if you want me to

agree with all this!



This is not negotiable.

Oh yes, it is!

I've seen

the PR

you're

spinning. I

can wedge a

serious stick

in the wheels

of your

marketing

machine.

You're bound to

discretion as a

member of Security.

I'm quitting Security
if you're making me

Fifteenth.

You
drive a hard

bargain. Anything
else on your

whish list?

A private zero-G sleeping

pod afterwards for as long

as I need it.

What?! Why?!

You seem to think this will be like

a 20th century school boy being

reprimanded, but I've met those

Know-of-Colour. They are

seasoned warriors.

I prefer to

recover from

bruises,

cracked ribs

and broken

bones in

zero-G.

...
Now you're

the one going for

the shock effect.

I sincerely

hope so...



Very well, then. We'll organise

a zero-G pod, the Rhin'Olof will be

granted Sapiens Sapiens status

and you'll report tomorrow

at 4 myria s sharp at dock 5-α

for a shuttle to the planet.

Do we have an agreement?

...

Yes.

That settles it,

then. Dismissed.

Computer, store

recording in my

encounters storage.

You were

recording this?

As a member of

Security, I am to start

recording if I anticipate

hostilities.

Standard

procedure.

Surely that

doesn't apply to this

conversation?

I may end up with grievous bodily

harm. It does as far as I'm

concerned.

Good day
to you, Ones.

Never thought

you'd succeed.

I know her type:

strong moral compass.

So easy to manipulate, if

you know how.



Later.

< I didn't see a way out

of that, Samantha.>

< There are plenty of ways. But

none with desirable long term

consequences. >

< Exactly. >

< Do you want me

to query the black market

for something to numb

the pain? >

< No. One of them

is bound to try

to kill me. >

< I'll need

to be alert. >

< There's going to be

media attention. > < I'll take care of that,

don't worry. >

< Thanks. >



Early morning on the planet.

Yaer! If you eat

too many of them,

the colony won't

take.

Yes,

mom.



Lots of short people
over there. I wonder
what they're up to

this time.

The Know-of-
Colour leave us be,

that's the important
thing.

?

Isn't that your

human, dear? Right

in the middle.

I don't know,

I can't look

that far...

Yes, you're right,

it certainly looks

like it's her. What

are they up to?

With them,

who knows?

Oh, dung!
What?!

What's happening,

mom?



They... there's a Know-of-

Colour hitting her with

a stick...

And nobody is doing

anything to stop it!

Oh. It's stopped...

No. Wait.

The stick is

passed on.

They've started again.

And she's not even

fighting back!

Yaer? What are you

doing?



Iarla!

Go after her, brother!

Of course!

Keep her safe.

The short people are

dangerous folk to

meddle with...

Yaer!

Wait for me!



Pace yourself.

It's a long way.

But! They're

hurting her!
There's no

point in...

Oh, no!

What? What?

That hit was aimed

at her head!

Aimed to kill!

Don't worry, she

caught the blow.

I heard
something

snap.



For insults

towards my person,

this human has submitted

herself to the trolof.

Later.

As if.

I declare

myself satisfied.

If you'd do
the honours of

the closing
ceremony.

Of course.

The mark 2.

I know.

Enjoy the rest of

the show.



The mark 2.

Only to the

mark 2.

Tjäll... not gonna

make it...

They
didn't
hit to
miss

...

Bastards...

Iarla?

Yaer?

Yonas?

What... are

you doing...

here?



We were
harvesting greetles,
and came as fast

as we could.

I really...
whish you hadn't
seen... this,

Yaer.

Tell me who

did this. I'll

rip out their

throats.

No, please don't.

It's...
complicated.

It was the Know-

of-Colour you

apologised to,

wasn't it?

The one you said

would be

trouble.

Tell me!

I'll have his

blood.

I'd rather
you helped me get to
the smallest shuttle
before the end of

the ceremony.

Don't want
to give them

the satisfaction of
seeing me like this.



If
you're
sure...

I very much...

share the sentiment,

but yes, I am...

...
You short ones are

a complicated folk...

Let me help

you get to the

small shuttle.

Come here.

Unf.

Careful

with the

arm...

Don't

you want to

fight back?

Very much.

But I can't ...

for plenty

of reasons...

trust me on

that one....

I know the value of your

word now, I won't ask any

further.

I'v been polite and

scratched the door.

How do I open it?



You can't,

but I can.

Ah finally!

There

you are!

Looks like

your were right.

I suggested to

bring a medical

unit...

But I'm afraid me and

my glorified first aid kit

will have to do for now.

You can... come in,

if you like...

Yay!

Yes,

please!

Your file said you don't have

a medical monitor. Do you mind

an external one?

No, go ahead.

The rejection

symptoms take

a while.

Hshshs...

I hate these

things.

They're unpleasant,

yes, but rejection of

all models is very

rare.



You have

spidrets

walking over

your arm.

These are machines, dear,

they're making a cast

to keep her arm still.
Oh.

Do you think

I could live with you

when I am old enough

to change

homesteads?

Nasty
injuries. Tell me

about it.

What?

Oh. I think so.

After all, that's

part of the purpose

of the Solar Wind.

Find alien life, bring

some of them back

to Earth.



Sir.

Calm

yourself.

Uncle!

Don't...

please!

You! You are her kin!

Why did you allow this

to happen?

It's complicated. It always is with you

short people. That's

no answer.

Why?!



Yonas... It happened

because I agreed

to it, because I

considered

the alternatives

to be worse.

That's also

not an answer,

but it's the best I

can do at the

moment.

You will

get into trouble if

you attack that

Know-of-Colour.

I don't

want that.

Not on my

behalf...

Hrmpf.

The
Know-of-

Colour are
cruel.

You were right when you said

the humans resemble

the Know-of-Colour more

than they do the Rhin'Olof.

Come,

Yaer, we've

got greetles

to harvest.



Nicely
handled. Fancy a

career in
diplomacy?

Hah!

They're

Erectus. Surely you

can see that

now.

We have an

agreement.

Creatures like that

should not be admitted

without safety measures.

You are delirious for

suggesting otherwise.

Injured. Yes. Humiliated.

Yes. Dizzy with med chems.

Yes. But delirious?

No.

If I hear about any

Rhin'Olof being given

problems to come

aboard, it won't be legal

I'll bring my storage to.

The uplink
to the Solar
Wind is still

down. At least
the mark 2 will

be able to
sneak in and
dodge the

media. She's
the kind of

image we can
do without.

Thank goodness for

small mercies.



With an
injury like that,

she has every right
to move that
recording to
Permanent.

I hadn't

anticipated

that.

You're trying

to find a way around

the agreement?

Of course.

In Security, when we give

our word we intend to

keep it. When fellow

Security members give

their word, you help them

keep it.

Afterwards, you can get

reprimanded for

promising something you

shouldn't have. But your

word is your word in

Security.

It's the only way we can

keep the trust of the

populace, the only way we

can get them to obey fast

when need be.

The end.

Yesterday, I gave my word

to that woman. I will do

everything in my power

to keep it. Do I make

myself clear?

Err...

crystal.



5 Solar Wind years

have passed.

About 89% of the Blanka

system has been charted,

catalogued and indexed.

5732 Rhin'Olof coming

from various family

groups are now living

aboard the ship.

As do 9843 Grobolt,

including Yns Yica and

his Know-of-Colour.

Ready

when you

are...



They have roughly the

same status as humans,

with a number of

exceptions.

They can not obtain

cardinal ranks, for one.

Another is that

the genetic analysis

has veto right over

any union until

the population has

grown sufficiently.



Well within the time
and accuracy limits. Your

preindustrial weapon status
is valid for another

season.

Oh, there's a

Rhin'Olof wanting to see

you. I told her to wait

until you finish

the exam.

A

Rhin'Olof?

I'll tell

her you're

done.

Thank you.

Hello,

Iarla.

Hello!
I almost didn't

recognise you.



Without the

shaggy fur coat and

the smelly leathers,

you mean?

And the

haircut. Last time I

saw you, you were a

teenager, Yaer.

You haven't changed

much since I saw you. Well,

apart from the lack of a

broken arm, of course.

It also
seems I owe

you an apology.

Oh?

I was angry because I

felt betrayed by you

accepting such orders of

the Know-of-Colour.

Now I know I'm deeply

in your debt.

All Rhin'Olofs are.

W...what do

you mean?
It's been

five Solar Wind

years. The re-

cords have been

released to

the public.



Those
records are

anonymised upon
release, and there's
loads of them for

each day.

True.

And on top of that,
the transcript

of that particular
recording was

stored in a
corrupted block.

It doesn't
show up

in the index,
either.

I had to listen to

every single recording

around those days

to find it.

Why did you do

that? It must have

taken you ages.

I'm in history,

now, documenting

the first days we met.

I knew there had to

be something...

...

I...

I'd rather you didn't

include that into your

documentation, Yaer.



Why?! People

should know what

really happened.

I'm in the riot

reserve. I've seen how

ugly it got between the

Byronites and the

Keatsians. And that's

just poetry.

Yes. And?

I shudder
to think what
racial riots
would look
like aboard
Solar Wind.

I'm already pretty

worried about

the Rhin'Olof and the

Grobolt being restricted

on some points...

So don't you go stirring

up the whole Erectus

debate!

Your

children

will thank

you for it.

If they decide to come

along when Solar Wind

breaks orbit...

What
do you
mean?

Whether
you like it or
not, we are
Erectus.

I'm top end of the curve,
maybe bottom of the Sapiens
curve. As are most Rhin'Olof

aboard the Solar Wind. That means
that when we leave, we'll make

a dent in Rhin'Olof
evolution.

We're trying

to compensate

that.

I have
several children

with other Solar Wind
Rhin'Olof. They're

growing up in my old
family group.

Wow...

that must

be... hard.

Not really.

Erectus don't do

complex emotions,

remember.



We don't do burial

rituals, we don't do art, we

don't do hierarchies, we

don't...

The Rhin'Olof
will have caught
up by the time we
reach the next

planet.

Pity we won't

live to see that,

huh.

A whole new planet

for our great great

great great grand

children to explore!

I guess that's

the point of

a generation ship.

Being in that lucky

generation that

sees something.

I'll pretend I

never heard that

recording. I don't

fancy being

chaperoned

anyway.

Thanks!



CYBORG CENTAURS

I’m curious about the reasoning behind these contraptions like

what benefits is it supposed to give the person besides well

looking super awesome?

mangogroove asked:

http://mangogroove.tumblr.com/post/122602306889/nanomango-page-19


Well… I needed something that allowed fast travel over various

types of terrain. But not too fast, because that tends to make life

difficult when it comes to building up suspense.

It had to look like it could carry some weight, but it couldn’t be too

mechanical, because that takes me ages to draw which is not an

option for a NaNoMangO. (This is also the reason why I had them put

their uniforms over it. All those ribs look cool, but they also take

too long to draw. Besides, that solved the problem of where put the

insignia.)

There is a lot of research on powered exoskeletons that follow

the wearer’s movement and carry a lot of weight, but you basically

end up drawing bulky humans. Which is probably a very realistic

future, but not really the kind of look I’m aiming for.

The robot mules are another approach - they already appeared

earlier in this comic - but I don’t think they would be very

comfortable to ride. I also think they are a bit creepy, to be honest.

Not sure why.

And, as my story’s probably more science-fantasy than science-

fiction anyways, going in the horse direction was probably a rather

inevitable direction. So here they are, the centaur armour

extensions. :)

The benefits?

It allows the wearer to run with the speed of a horse taking the

necessary cues from his or her movements, across various types of

uneven terrain and carry a fair bit of material as well.

And I can still use all those dynamic and dramatic poses you get

with real horses.



http://www.yncke.be

http://www.yncke.be



